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From the President
Hi All,
Welcome to our Autumn Newsletter and a big
vote of thanks to all those involved in its creation.
Adjacent to this column is a Pie Chart that shows
by percentage our Home Club membership in
terms of their ABF masterpoint ratings. As can be
seen, 62% of our members have 50 Master points
or less, with 15% having none at all.
Studies done by the Australian Bridge Federation
(ABF) and NSW Bridge Association (NSWBA) show
that our range is reflected across Australia. A key
finding (no surprises here!) was the identification
of declining numbers of experienced players and
the trend to more social players.
It must be said here that we honour all our members regardless of rank order. They all provide our
club with various strengths. Our top players provide wonderful experience and guidance to members aspiring to improve. We could not do without them. But ALL our members add to the social
tapestry that is Newcastle Bridge Club.
Our Committee has agreed to revisit the 2014
Strategic Plan which was put together using the
S.W.O.T process (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats). We recently reviewed this
plan and, as borne out by the pie chart, there will
be three main actions from these findings:
1: Improvement Pathways to increase the skills of
our members
2: Marketing and Recruitment to increase member numbers
3: Social Environment to foster and maintain social and friendly sessions.
Over the next two years, there will be a focus on
these areas and we would like your input both for
any suggestions and assistance. Other focus areas
are: Club Building, Communication, Competitions,
Financial Performance, Administration.
All in all, we are in for some busy times.
Cheers
Jeff

NBC Home Club Members by Rank-Nov. 2018

Key Dates
• Fri. March 8/15/22, Mon. Evening March 18/25 April 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Country Teams Qualifying Rounds
24 March: Hunter Interclub R1 (contact Toronto BC)
April 6/7: Central Coast Super Congress
April 14: Tilligerry Bridge Club Swiss Pairs
May 5: Maitland Bridge Club Teams
2 June: Country Teams Regional Final at Newcastle Club
15-16 June : Newcastle Bridge Club Congress
14 July Hunter Interclub R2 (contact Tomaree BC)

Congratulations
• Greg and Sharon Mayo : members of winning team at Great

Lakes Congress
• Paul McGrath and Michael Simes: members of 2nd placed

team at Great Lakes Congress
• Gold Coast Congress:

Paul McGrath, Wayne Smith, Chris Dibley & Michael Selby:
Open Pairs A finalists
Chris Hannan, Diana Ellis, Jill Blenkey & Jeff Conroy:
Intermediate Pairs A finalists.
Ellena Moskovsky: member Champion Open Team

Member Profile—Bruce Webster

Hand Analysis

Bruce was born in Edinburgh, Scotland in
1941 and his family came as sponsored
migrants to Australia in 1950. He lived in
Queenscliff and went to school at Sydney
Grammar. He was a good swimmer and a
keen surfer.
He joined the RAN and went to sea in
1970 as an instructor in Guided
Weapons, i.e. missiles, torpedoes. His
Bridge career started in the Navy playing for 20c a rubber which started on
leaving Aussie shores to the day of return to Sydney. A tidy sum could be
amassed during the voyage.
Bruce served on many ships, among them: HMAS Warramunga, Barcoo, Teal,
and Voyager. There were many exciting trips: with Princess Alexandria;
working with the CSIRO in the Gulf; visiting Manus Island, Japan, Singapore,
the Philippines and Hong Kong.
My Bridge really goes back to how my life was saved and that’s why Bridge is
so important to me. I was on the HMAS Voyager when it had the collision
with the HMAS Melbourne in 1964.
I had the Midnight watch, was in my PJ’s in the Forward Mess playing Bridge
and had won two rubbers against some weak players. Then I took the 20
cents and proceeded to the Port Side and lost two hands of Tombola (Housie).
I then went aft to my bunk to listen to the Emile Griffiths vs Ralph Dupas
boxing on the radio. At this time we were Darken Ship* running as Escort to
the Melbourne which was exercising night flying. My Bridge partner stayed in
the Mess deck.
HMAS Voyager was cut in half by HMAS Melbourne; the fwd. half sank in 8
minutes and the aft section remained afloat for some longer period of time.
Our Chief Petty Officer was honoured with the George Cross as he realised the
fate of those he was with in the fwd. mess and engaged them all in singing.
How heroic was that!
The collision occurred at 2055 (8.55pm). Two bodies were found -the Captain
and my bridge partner. Ninety three other lives were lost and I spent approx.
2 hours in the ocean and then in a life boat off Jervis Bay awaiting some sort
of rescue.
Bruce values his 22 year association with Newcastle Bridge Club serving as
Vice President and committee member during that time as well as teaching
Bridge over the years. He happily continues to mentor players. He is also a
previous President of the Newcastle Lion’s Club. Despite some difficult
periods in his life there are exciting times ahead: a new house with a loving
partner and the fun that goes with sharing nine grandchildren.
I am always happy to talk to you about my life in the navy and all the scary
events which I guess make me a bit carefree and sometimes serious.
He forgot to mention his cheerfulness and that twinkle in his eye; that
possible mischievous streak and his great sense of humour.

ON THE BRIDGE
(…continuing the nautical theme)
Problem: It is both humane and
obligatory for a passing ship to
attempt to rescue a stranded sailor.
Such ethics do not apply in the cut
and thrust world of bridge – your
opponents would much rather see
your prospects sent to a watery
grave. With this grim perspective in
mind, step aboard the good ship
‘Bridge Ahoy’ and take up the South
seat in the deal shown. Your mission
is 6S by South. West leads the club
King. You have ten tricks ‘off the top’
which leaves you short of your
contract by two tricks. Dummy holds
some enticing cards for you but there
is no obvious access to them – you
are stranded in the South hand. Can
you develop a plan to force a
reluctant opponent to throw you a
lifeline?

Find out more
https://www.awm.gov.au/articles/blog/50th-anniversary-sinking-hmasvoyager-ii
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/feb/09/i-was-last-outseaman-relives-dramatic-escape-from-australias-naval-disaster
https://www.navyhistory.org.au/the-hmas-melbourne-voyager-collision-atragedy-that-damaged-and-reformed/
*The defensive process of ensuring that no light whatsoever emanates from a
ship at night.

NORTH
♠ 5432
 QJ83
♦ 732
♣ J4
SOUTH
♠ AKQ76
 AK
♦ AKJ4
♣ A6
Paul McGrath
How Will You Make 7NT?
The contract is 7NT North. The lead is
5♠
SOUTH (Dummy)
♠AQJ
♥ Q J 10 9
♦ 10 9 8 7 6
♣2
NORTH
♠K
♥AK
♦AKQJ
♣Axxxx
Google Search

A Winning Combination
Paul McGrath and Wayne Smith
2018 Newcastle Bridge Club Open Pair Champions

Congratulations to Paul and Wayne on this win.
Recently I caught up with Paul to ask a few questions:
How and when did you first start playing bridge?
In 1966 at Sydney University but not until 1982 did I start playing
competitively.
How would you describe your bridge style?
Moderately aggressive – system junky!
Is there any person/player who has influenced you in Bridge?
Many:
George Cuppaige (my bridge teacher, then in Brisbane. He was
an excellent player but very condescending towards beginners.
He was at the Duplicate Club in Brisbane and gave lessons regularly. In the set of lessons after the ones I took one of the students got up and decked him!!!)
Jack Doczy, my first good bridge partner. I started playing with
Jack in 1987, six months after coming to Newcastle. He was a
lovely guy and a very natural player. He introduced me to the
best players at Newcastle Bridge Club at the time. I played with
Jack for five years until his passing away in 1992.
Michael Parfait, a wonderful player and former partner for five
years. We had many great times together particularly in Canberra for the NOT as it was called then (the National Open Teams)
in the company of Jack Doczy, Chris Dibley, Michael Seldon and
George Putsay.
Wayne Smith and Michael Simes, present partners and both
very good players. I better not say too much or they will get
swollen heads! We have many discussions about System and
play in lots of Congresses.

Which is the best quality a partner can have?
Several, namely, good bidder, good declarer
player, good defender and good natured – what
more is there?
What is your main focus/technique while playing?
To get it right, both bidding and play – concentration is so important. A moment’s lapse and
you can easily have a disaster. Take a rest when
you are dummy.
How do you prepare yourself for a top level
competition?
Practice at the club and discuss system with partner.
If you could change one thing about bridge,
what would it be?
Eliminate the cheats.
What do you like most about Bridge – what do
you like least?
The mental challenge is alluring. The least thing I
like is cheating.
What are your tips which would help aspiring
players?
Read as much as you can, particularly the classics like Card Play Technique (or The Art of Being
Lucky) by Mollo and Gardener. Ask questions of
very good experienced players and don’t be
afraid to ask the same questions of more than
one very good player. However, be wary of answers from not-so-good players and for homespun philosophies. For beginning and aspiring
players there are many books out there by very
good authors: Ron Klinger, Mike Lawrence and
Hugh Kelsey spring to mind. Stick to what they
recommend.
Which advice would you give to more advanced
bridge players willing to improve their skills?
Much the same answer as the previous one. The
more advanced player should also seek to play
with and against better players – play Congresses. Make sure you have a good System and perhaps ask a top player to scrutinise your system.

From the Director’s Desk
In this feature, I will be commenting from time to time on
issues relating to the Laws of Bridge and how they may affect
everyday play. I have chosen “Hesitations” for my first topic
because it is one of the most contentious areas in Bridge
Law. Many players genuinely do not understand what counts
as a “hesitation” and what the problem is anyway.

rights of the opponents. It is not a criticism of the
player who has paused for thought, and it is not
necessarily a problem for partner if his bid is clearly
justifiable. It is simply the way that the Law is written
to keep the game of Bridge fair and enjoyable for all.
Next time I will discuss just how the Director may get
involved, and how the Law may be applied.
Some tips

What is “hesitation”? Any obvious “pause for thought,
where the player is clearly trying to decide what to bid or
what card to play.”

•

If you have thought for a while about what to
bid, try not to pass; a pass may put your partner
in a difficult position.

What’s the problem? The hesitation gives “unauthorised
information” to your partner.

•

If your partner has hesitated before passing, it
is usually safer to pass than bid.
Peter Peterson, Tournament Director

The first thing I want to emphasise is that there is nothing
wrong with pausing to think about what to bid (or what to
play); after all, we are not machines, and we do have to
ponder problematic situations. However, it is important to
recognise that pausing to think indicates that there is
something to think about. So the pause gives your partner
information not directly based on your bidding system
Where the Law comes in to play is in relation to your
partner’s actions. There is nothing wrong with a hesitation,
BUT it gives unauthorised information, and there is
something wrong with your partner taking advantage of that
information.
A clear example would be the following bidding:
EAST

SOUTH

WEST

2D*

3D

3S

All Pass

NORTH
Pass (after pause

for thought)
Pass

South’s 2D was alerted and explained as a weak 6-card
major. It turns out that South holds:
♠ KT9863
♥63
♦ KQ
♣972
In general, a player who pre-empts is not expected to bid
again unless his partner comes into the bidding. The preemptive bidder has ‘said his all’ in his first bid. So why did
South bid again in this auction? A reasonable conclusion
would be that he was encouraged to believe that his partner
held some values – had some reason to think about what to
bid – and therefore it was worth pushing a level higher. But
this is exactly what the Law forbids. And the Law is actually
tougher than that. It does not allow South to argue that “I
was always going to bid again”, or some such argument. If
South’s bid could have been suggested by his partner’s
hesitation, the Director is likely to disallow it.
Remember, hesitation is not in itself a violation of
the Law, BUT partner must not draw any inferences from
that hesitation. If the Director is called, it is to protect the

Answer 1

NORTH
♠5432
QJ83
♦732
♣J4
WEST
♠8
972
♦Q85
♣KQJT752

EAST
♠JT9
T864
♦T96
♣983
SOUTH
♠AKQ76
AK
♦AKJ4
♣A6

Solution: Your prospects depend on finding a not-toounfriendly trump break, 2-2 or 3-1 will be fine, as well
as West holding the club queen (this is to be expected
as the lead of the king should promise the queen). So,
win the club ace in hand, draw trumps and cash your
two top hearts. Now comes the ‘coup de grace’ – lead
your remaining club. West will be forced to win. Otherwise you will make thirteen tricks via the club jack
and dummy’s remaining two top hearts. Having won
the club queen West is sunk - whatever card is returned will throw you the lifeline that you need: a
heart will allow you to score the queen and jack in
dummy; a diamond will allow the jack to make and
the fourth diamond can then be ruffed in dummy if
needs be; and a club allows you to pitch a diamond
from dummy and ruff in your own hand. Then you will
be able to ruff a diamond in dummy and pitch one on
a top heart. Mission accomplished!
Answer 2
The lead is 5♠.
Win it with the A♠.
Play the Q♠ and J♠ throwing off the ♥AK.
Play ♥QJl09 throwing off ♦AKQJ.
Play ♦109876 throwing off the small Clubs.
Play the 2♣ to the A♣. You've now made your 7NT.

Country Teams Qualifying 2019
Friday March 8/15/22
Monday Evening March 18/25 April 1
This is a State Event and participants receive Red
Points for each match won throughout each stage of
the contest.
Stage 1:
This is played at club level. Each club is allowed
to hold two qualifying team events. At Newcastle
Bridge Club each event is held over three weeks.
Half the field from each event qualifies to play in the
Regional Final (Stage 2). The club pays the entry fee to
the Regional Final for six teams. Usually four teams
from the Friday competition and two teams from the
Monday Evening competition. Other teams in the top
half of the field may progress to the Regional Final and
pay their own entry fee.
Stage 2:
This is called the Regional Final. Clubs from the
Hunter Region play a One Day team event, usually six
ten board matches, on a sunday in late May or early
June. There is usually between 24 and 28 teams participating. Any team finishing in the top half of the
field is eligible to play in the Zonal Final (Stage 3). A
minimum of 20% of participating teams must progress
to the Zonal Final for red Masterpoints to be awarded.
No extra charge or entry fee is levied on teams that
qualify and proceed to the Zonal Final.
For many years Newcastle Bridge Club has hosted the
Regional Final. At the conclusion of play the club provides drinks and canapes for players to be able to socialise. (2019: Sunday June 2 commencing at 9.30am)
Stage 3:
This is called the Zonal Final and is hosted by a
club in the Zone. It is played over a Saturday afternoon and Sunday on 28th and 29th June. The winning
team progresses to play in the State and Country
Teams Final (Stage 4). Teams progressing from a Regional Final pay no entry fees - they have been covered by the entry fees to the Regional Final.
Stage 4: This is called the State and Country Teams
Final and is played at the NSWBA rooms in Sydney on
15, 16, 17 November 2019. All teams play a round
robin on the Saturday and then the top two Country
Teams play in a final on the Sunday.

Standby Players
The introduction of a standby player at several sessions has proven successful. The success of this
scheme is dependent on volunteers so a very big
thankyou to all the members who have graciously given and continue to give of their time for this scheme.
Their ‘big’ reward is a reserved parking space and a
free game if they are needed to play or a voucher for a
free game if they are not required.

The purpose of the scheme is to enable players without a
partner to attend those sessions and be assured of a game.
Players arrive and are paired with other players who are without a partner. The odd player at the start of the session plays
with the standby player. It should be noted that players
should make an effort to obtain a regular partner and not see
the standby player scheme as a partner-finding arrangement.
Thursday morning is a restricted session where members
must have less than 150 master points to play. Please note
this restriction does not apply to the standby player ensuring
that there are sufficient members available to be on standby.
The members participating are listed below and you can see
some members are on standby for more than one session.
Monday Afternoon

Tuesday

Thursday a.m.

Friday

Bernie Adcock

Jill Achurch

Jeff Biddlecombe

H. Bridgman

H. Bridgman

Joan Hewson

Jan Davidson

Larry Bryant

Caroline Carey

Norma Keith

Frank Douglas

Kate Café

Helen Johnson

Brigitta Kuegler

Phil Ellis

Jill Cattell

Susan Maher

Diann Miller

Prue Haydon

Enza Di Stefano

Margot Nelson

Kay Rich

Norma Keith

Prue Haydon

Jan Nicol

Peter Stanmore

Susan Maher

Joan Hewson

Ali Shah

Deanna Stuart

Wayne Morgan

Cheryl Pletz

John Stuart

Joan Wansey

Kerrie Norris

Lynne Saunders

Margaret Thorn

John Stuart

Tony Wagstaff

Thankyou to Newsletter 1 & 2 Contributors
Ronnie Antill
Jeff Biddlecombe
Rosalie Broughton
Chris Dibley
Ailsa Kearney
Faye Larkin
Paul McGrath
Peter Peterson

Michael Seldon
Wayne Smith
Margaret Somers
Tony Wagstaff
Bruce Webster
Ken Wilks
Don’t forget to
’like’/’share’ our
Newcastle Bridge Club
Facebook Page

Winning Teams (IMP*s) Tactics—Mike Seldon
Difference between Teams and Pairs: What are the odds to bid Games (& Slams)?
There is a major difference between the aim at teams and pairs. As Chris explained in his article (Newsletter 1),
the aim of PAIRS is to beat as many of the other scores as possible, even by just 10 points, whilst in TEAMS the
aim is to get the biggest score possible, as your score is added to your partners' score at the other table and the
difference, positive or negative, is converted to IMPs. (positive score you get IMPs and negative score you lose
IMPs).
Let’s see how that works. The contract is NT and you are unsure whether to bid game of 3NT or leave the contract
in 2NT.
If you bid and make 3NT you score 400 or 600. If your opponents at your partners' table settle in 2NT, they only
score 150, and your team gains 250 or 450 on the board (+6 or +10 imps).
But what if you bid 3NT and go off for -50 or -100, and the opponents stay in 2NT for 120?
The maths here is:
Making a game in NT wins 400 or 600 compared to -150 and if opponents at partners' table stay in 2NT, for a gain
of 250 or 450, whilst if you go off 1 trick for -50 or -100, you lose 170 or 220.
So, there are 4 possible outcomes if you bid 3NT and opponents at the other table stay in 2NT (making or not, vulnerable or not), illustrated in the following table.
Vulnerability

YOU

Tricks

Made
score

Not vul

3NT

9

+400

Not vul

3NT

8

Vul

3NT

Vul

3NT

THEM

Tricks

Your
score

Net IMPS
+/-

-150

Your
Team’s
Net
Score
+250

2NT

9

-50

2NT

8

-120

-170

-5

9

+600

2NT

9

-150

+450

+10

8

-100

2NT

8

-120

-220

-6

+6

Over the 4 possibilities, the average result of bidding 3NT is +5
So, in teams, you should bid games on a 50% (or even less if vulnerable) chance of making. (It may need a finesse
to make the contract for example).
The potential gains are even bigger for slams and most players would bid slam on a 40% chance if vulnerable.
It is often not easy to estimate the exact odds, but your opponents will not always find the best defence either.
So good luck and good bridge!
Chris Dibley and Mike Seldon

*IMPs: International Match Points - In international match point scoring, on each board the total point difference
between the two scores compared is converted into IMPs according to a scale.

...ever wondered why

...from the Mental Compost Heap
I was playing with a lovely lady I’d met
on a Bridge holiday to Italy. After a
morning spent shopping, we returned, laden with shoes and handbags (of course) to enjoy an afternoon’s Bridge. I say ‘enjoy’ advisedly
because as I remember it, I was
moaning on to this good player something along the lines of why
don’t I get any better at this game (sob, sob, and sniffle).

...players choose a particular session?
Here is a summary of player comments:
Monday Afternoon It’s good to have a standby

She fixed me with a steely glare “You have to look outside your
own hand” LIGHT BULB MOMENT!! That advice hit home like a wellaimed rocket. I was mentally ready to absorb an extra strategy!

Tuesday AM It’s a very social morning, not intim-

To me it means: get your nose out of your own hand and take in
what’s happening around the table. Listen to the bidding, make inferences about the bidding, think like a detective and look for clues
in the bidding as to where the points are, use these clues to make
your first lead or decide on the final contract. You really have to
think about the four hands at play.

idating which is good, with moderate competition.

Take Board 10 from last Friday morning. (25 Jan.)

player. I like to have the mornings to do jobs at
home. The day suits me. It’s a reasonably competitive day but still nice and relaxed. The people are
ok (a visitor). Good mix of players.

Wednesday I don’t have to be here at 9.30 so I
can do some jobs around the house and also miss
the traffic. It’s good for people coming from further afield in the Hunter. We play more boards.
I like sharing lunch and socializing with enjoyable
company. The timing suits me for picking up my
grandchildren from school.
Thursday Morning We really like it. We think it’s
well organized and the people are very friendly.
It’s ideal for people of our level because there is
that restricted maximum so you can gain confidence in what you’re doing. When I first went
there, I was very nervous, I didn’t think I was good
enough. But everyone was really lovely and helpful. It’s really well organized and I really enjoy going there. Really enjoy it.

Friday It’s a challenging field and a good competition. We thought it was a good learning progression from having lessons and originally playing on
Tuesdays. I like morning bridge as I still have the
afternoon to myself. It’s a good competition on
Fridays with a good range of players. The day suits
my partner and we can chat about what’s coming
up on the weekend. I like ½ day bridge.

Saturday afternoon
There are good players here but it’s kind of relaxed which is nice. I like the first Saturday of the
month ‘treats’ after the game too.
It suits us because of the distance we travel. We
like the strong competition. It’s a strong session
but also social. I like afternoon session
There’s not much traffic when you’re travelling
home after bridge
I’d rather be here because it stops me going to the
Club and wasting money on the pokies
I’ve always played on a Saturday afternoon with
the same partner for as long as I can remember.
I prefer a half day – can get house jobs done in the
morning.

The bidding went E pass/S 3D/W 3S/N 4H/ then E Pass, S Pass and
back to me at W. What follows was the conversation going on inside
my head.
Do I call 4S? South opened weak so they don’t have much. My
partner hasn’t spoken so no clues there, I don’t know if we have a
spade fit. I have only 1
heart which means I bet
my partner has a good
holding in hearts. Do I
blithely say 4S with no indication of support from
partner, and we’re all vulnerable? No I don’t think
N can make 4 hearts so I’ll
sit pretty and pass.
At our table 4H went down 2 and we got 86% for that hand. One
table made 4S for 100% but we were still pretty happy.
Rosalie Broughton was kind enough to assess this approach.
This skill is so very vital if you are to become a solid bridge player
1.It helps train the brain to concentrate during the bidding
2.It allows you to mentally picture the distribution in the hands
3.It gives you clues to use if you become the defending side
4.It gives you invaluable clues if you become declarer
5.Count, count, count. A very good State player once said that to me
– count the points, count the hands & count the points as they are
played.
As the bidding unfolds one should be thinking, if I look like being on
opening lead, what would be the best lead? So often you see the bidding finish and then ‘oh I have to lead’.
As to West’s decision I totally agree West has one bid and one bid
only.
Do you have conversations in your head when you’re playing to
weigh up the clues that are before you? Give it a go.
Be the Inspector Morse of your own Bridge game.

Member Request - Handicaps Explained
Handicapping in sports and games is a method of offsetting the varying abilities or characteristics of competitors in
order to equalize their chances of winning.
Newcastle has been using the Rapscore programme (named after its author R.A. Palmer) since January 2014 which
was when the club started using Compuscore2 (CS2). Members’ existing handicaps were copied into the associated
database at that time.
Any player that is not in our CS2 database automatically gets assigned a handicap of 50%. This is not seen as a problem
because handicaps are only used for prizes in 3 week events and all handicaps are updated at the start of each month.
(The handicaps can be changed manually if required.)
How the Rapscore Method Works
A player’s handicap is a permanently rolling value, being refined with every session played.
For each session played it takes 95% of the existing handicap and 5% of your score in the current session to create the
new handicap percentage. This means that any big wins or bad losses only have a small impact on your handicap. If
you consistently improve, your handicap goes up slowly; if your form is fading, your handicap slowly reduces.
Consider these scores over 4 sessions with a starting handicap of 58.8%
Score
64.73, 52.88, 55.23, 44.21
Handicap
59.10, 58.79, 58.61, 57.89
Essentially, if you score less than your handicap it goes down, score above it, it goes up.
Your handicap is a reflection of your average score.
Calculating Handicap Results
Example 1
Robin’s handicap is 50.59% and Jo’s handicap is 49.87% for an average of 50.23%. They score a result of 66.85%.
Calculation:
50.23 – 50 = .23
Handicap result is 66.85 - .23 = 66.62%
Example 2
John’s handicap is 49.33% and Ray’s is 48.83%. Average is 49.08%. They score 52.6%
Calculation:
50 – 49.08= .92
Handicap result is 52.6 + .92 = 53.52%
50 is subtracted from any handicap above 50% and the difference is subtracted from the result to give the handicap
result.
Any handicap below 50% is subtracted from 50 and the difference is added to the result to give the handicap result.

Have Your Say

As a formula
Handicap Result = Score + (50 – handicap)

Is there a bridge topic you would like explained by one of our Club’s great players? They’d be only too
happy to oblige.
1. Defence against Multi-twos?
2. Overbids/Underbidding?
3. Two over One?
4. Bergen Raises?
5. …….?

Email

carey48@bigpond.com

or
Jot down your suggestions and leave with Ken
Wilks, the Director or a committee member

